American Business Forms & Envelopes is the exclusive agent representing the Vertical Banner Program for the Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts.

The Vertical Banner Program benefits the Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts, the nonprofit 501(c)3 that serves as Baltimore’s Arts Council, film office and events producer. For more information about The Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts’ programs, events and initiatives and how we support individual artists, arts organizations and arts education, please visit www.promotionandarts.org.
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410-357-1501
Over 20 million people visit Baltimore City each year. You can attract visitors and locals by promoting and showcasing your brand, event or milestone with strategically located vertical banners in key locations throughout Baltimore City.

From the area around M&T Bank Stadium and Camden Yards, to the Inner Harbor, Harbor East, Fell’s Point and Canton—vertical banners offer the lowest cost highest available exposure on main routes throughout Baltimore City.

And, your investment supports the arts in Baltimore City. The Vertical Banner Program benefits the Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts, the nonprofit 501(c)3 that serves as Baltimore’s Arts Council, film office and events producer.

Rates include fabrication, installation and removal with special rates for nonprofit organizations. Orders must be for a minimum of 10 poles and all designs are subject to approval by the Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts.

**BANNER ZONES**

Stadium • Inner Harbor • Harbor East • Fell’s Point • Canton

**NON PROFIT RATE**

$375 per pole (per month)

**FOR PROFIT RATE**

$425 per pole (per month)

*Pricing includes fabrication, installation and removal.*